We improve in two directions a recent result of B. Simon about the minorant property in C p (//); the methods also allow us to extend a result of H. Shapiro and to obtain an apparently new result on matrices with positive entries.
Introduction. Let H be a complex Hubert space, which will always be the space I 2 of square summable sequences or the space I 2 of all -tuples of complex numbers with the hermitian norm, equipped once and for all with an orthogonal basis (e / ) /e/ (/ finite or countable). Let K(H) be the set of all compact operators of H; if C e K(H), put \C\ = ]/C*C and let μ λ (C), μ 2 (C),... ,μ, (C) be the eigenvalues of |C|, rearranged in decreasing order; if 1 < p < oo, put -( Σ U,(C)ΓΓ = (τr|cf ) Let C p {H) be the set of all C e K(H) such that \\C\\ p < oo, (C^H) = K(H) and HCH^ = j^i(C) is the usual operator norm of C). It is well known that C p (H), with the norm || \\ p , is a Banach space ( [11] ).
For C e iT(^), we put c ly = (C(e y ), ^> = Ίr(C-{e ι 0 e y )) = C(i, j).
In the last inequality, c is considered as a Fourier coefficient with respect to the orthonormal (in the Hubert-Schmidt sense) system (e ι <8> ej) (ίj) € ΞίxJ and this allows us to keep the analogy with the commutative case ( [3] , [4] ) in the definitions below (recall that e t Θ e y is the operator of rank one defined by:
We introduce a slightly different definition, the role of which appears in the third part of this paper (Theorem 3). DEFINITION 2. We say that C p (H) has the positive minorant property, and we abbreviate this to (m + )-property, if
A,B^C p (H)
and 0 < A < B =* \\A\\ P < \\B\\ P .
We will begin by giving a survey a results already known about the (m)-property. is the greatest integer υ such that υ < x) and he remarked that it would be interesting to know the precise value oΐ N(p). This paper will be divided into three parts. In the first part, we improve (i) to show that Part I. We shall prove the following theorem. Let S be the symmetry operator defined by S(e x ) = -e l9 S(e t ) = e t if 2 < i < n. (Any operator S such that S{e t ) = ε^, ε^ = ± 1, ε f . ε n = -1 would also work.)
Put A = / + SU and B = / + U. It is clear that \A\ < B (in fact \A\ = B) and we claim that , the corresponding eigenvectors being, respectively, w k and υ k \ < k < n. But we shall use a different presentation.
In order to prove (1), observe that (2) A*A = 2(7 + V) and 5*5 = 2(7 + W)
It is easy to check the following relations:
Moreover, by the binomial formula, we have:
where a kι are strictly positive coefficients. Put, for / > 1, and note that:
when / tends to infinity), (6) C 1 >0,...,C n _ 1 >0,C B <0, and signC M+Γ = (-l) r+1 ifr>0.
Using (5) and the fact that MaxdFH^, \\W\\n) < 1, we can write:
1=1
Taking the traces of both members, and taking account of (3) and (4), we get:
The indices / which appear on the right-side of (8) are all of the form:
with I" > 0.
By (6), C ι < 0, so the right-hand side of (8) is a sum of positive terms and
In view of (2), this implies (1), and (a) is proved.
(/?) We shall need the following relations, which are obvious consequences of (3) and (4)
Let n be as in the hypotheses of (β) Subtracting and taking traces, we get in view of (9):
Since ψ ( '°(£) < 0, (12) proves (10) for b small enough. We shall need the two following lemmas, the first of which plays a fundamental role in the theory of C^-spaces. LEMMA 2. Let 0 < a λ < < a n be positive exponents, and let P(x) = α 0 + αjX" 1 4-« w x a " α "polynomial" with real coefficients a i9 wo/ all zero. Put V= #{i/a t a i+l <0} 9 Z= #{x > O/P(x) = 0}.
77iέ?/i Z < F.
Lemma 2 is a generalization of the well-known theorem of Descartes for polynomials; a sketch of the proof can be found in ([1] ), but the slavish imitation of Descartes's proof is quicker.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let A and B be two (3 X 3) matrices such that \A\ < B. Let us denote by λ x > λ 2 > λ 3 (resp. μ λ > μ 2 > μ 3 ) the eigenvalues of A*A (resp. B*B) rearranged in decreasing order. Let q = p/2 > 2 we claim that To prove (13), we may as well assume that (14) Σλ, -Σμ, 1 1 In fact, the extreme points of the parallelotope of R 9 defined by jjc^l < b t j are the points (x /y ) such that |jc /y | = b iJ9 1 < i 9 j < 3; so that one has a convex combination a tJ = Σ k λ k a\j\ with \a Notice that (7) λ, < μ λ .
In fact, λ x = \\A\\i, μ λ = ||tf|£, and CJ/ 3 2 ) trivially has (m). We shall prove that (14) and (16) If λ λ + λ 2 < μ λ + μ 2 , (14), (17) and the application of Lemma 1 to φ(t) = t q gives us (13) . So, we may assume λ x + λ 2 > μ λ + μ 2 . Because of (17) we then have λ 2 > μ 2 and because of (14) 
Multiplying all λ/s, μ/s by the same constant, we may assume that We can write
In view of the preceding picture, let us rewrite:
with the notations of Lemma 2, we have V = 3 and Z > 4, in fact, due to (14) and (16), P vanishes at 1, e, e q \ e qi . This proves (13) by contradiction. Observe that the lemma is applicable when the norm of E' is strictly convex, a fortiori when it is uniformly convex; if E = C p {H), 1 < p < oo, E f = C p (H) is uniformly convex by the Clarkson-McCarthy inequalities ( [11] ), so that Lemma 3 may be applied to C p {H) (1 < p < oo). If 
.
If n is odd, n > 5, p~2 , which is equivalent to p<2.
(b) the proof is similar to a proof of ( [10] ). We shall first examine the case n even; put m = n/2, q = p/2. We then have q < m -1 and we may clearly assume q > m -2. By (b) of Theorem 3, it suffices to find an (n X n) matrix B such that B > 0, and such that (B*B) q has some negative entry: this will be the case if In view of (3), we then have:
Tr W'C = 0 ifθ</<m-l.
On the other hand, we have and the right-hand side of (24) is negative for r small enough. The case n odd is treated in a similar way: just put m = (n -l)/2, 5 as before, and If Δ = (λ 2 -λ 1 )(λ 3 -λ 1 )(λ 3 -λ 2 ), one finds in particular:
-/(λ x ))(λ This will be true if /(\/7) is concave. In the same way a 2 > 0 iff λ 3 -λ λ λ 2 -λ :
This will be true if/is convex; so that under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, (25) shows that (/(.E))^ > 0 if / Φ j; we know nothing about the sign of a 09 but it is a priori clear, that (f(E)) π > 0 since f(E) is a positive-definite operator; this can be applied to the function f(t) = t a for 1 < a < 2; but, then, E a has positive entries for all a > 1 because E a = E μ E β with μ a positive integer and β a real number such that 1 < β < 2.
